
Plants – chosen to offer lots of different 
colours and textures – a great source of ideas 
for landscape or object adjectives 

The whole class wanted a golden dragon to 
guard the play area and decided that to be 
safe to leave outdoors he would need to be 
plastic or stone… 

 

Case Study: Creative Partnerships project with visual artist Michelle O’Connor, 

with Year 1 pupils  and leading to the creation of a story garden. 

 

 

 

The Challenge: Operating through child-led learning, create a garden which can 

be used to help children tell stories, whilst also improving their writing skills. 

The Solution: It was agreed in the project planning phase that the garden would 

be built to contain a structural model for storytelling (character, setting, problem, 

helper, ending). As artists we took over the school day whenever we were 

present, and the teacher joined us in supporting the children to work in groups.  

Children were offered taster arts activities in groups, 

whilst others mapped things they liked and didn’t like.  

They also started work on choosing the elements that 

would feature in the garden. 

Sensory activities, poetry and registration activities all 

increased vocabulary, while daily feedback activities 

and project notebooks 

encouraged writing.  

 

 

 

The Stories: The focus was on improvised stories. I brought my Wondertale 

Generator (a storytelling machine) along to the initial session, and then we used 

the story model that would be used for the garden to co create adventures for 

the rest of the project. 

 
 
Outcomes:  

 Sentence length and number of 

adjectives used in creative 

writing increased following the 

project for most pupils. 

 Garden launch brought parents 

into school. 

 Pupils gained lots of new arts skills. 

  Legacy for the future – teachers 

 around the school learned how to use the garden.  

 

 

 

 

Budget: Total cost of the project including all planting and new ground surface – 

and 10 days of artist visits just £5,000 

 

 

Bookings: Kat Quatermass and Michelle O’Connor are available to work together 

on creative projects using story and visual arts. Kat can also help with raising 

funds for this type of project in some cases.  

To enquire call 0789 148 7375 or email katq@dreamfired.co.uk 
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The Character Wall - each 
area featured many 
adjectives  

“When you do stories without pictures I think about what the characters look 

like and what they wear. I guess what happens. I remember what happens. 

All the exciting things keep me listening.” Brandon 

There was a black dragon 

Soft skin, hard teeth, pointy claws, flappy wings  

Green Group 

“I’m so pleased, I can already see more adjectives in their writing, and you’ve 

given me the confidence to put the book down during story time.” Class Teacher 


